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Context 

Our School 
The Fermain Academy is a 40 place 13-16 AP ‘free school’ with 52 students currently on roll. The school serves students from all over Cheshire East and beyond. All students have 
come to us through varying struggles in a mainstream school and all have individual needs. Many of these students are at risk of permanent exclusion and some come after being at 
a PRU. Almost all students have a persistent record of absence from their respective schools and thus have not been diagnosed with a range of additional needs such as Autism, 
Attachment, Dyslexia or ADHD. FSM ever 6 is currently 86% of our current. 10% of our students are in the care of a local authority.  96% of the cohort are below their expected 
learning level both on predicted KS2 data and expected progress for their age. 76% of our current cohort of year 11 students will have been with us less than a year when they sit 
their GCSE exams. 
 

The Fermain Academy school prides itself on supporting learners with a wide range of difficulties. All stake holders identified our values as a continuous commitment to the care, 
support and progress of our students. We work very closely with parents, students and other agencies to meet the needs of individuals. Students make progress in all areas 
particularly, but not exclusively, with their emotional, social and behavioural skills. The ethos is centred on students developing an intrinsic desire to make progress. Students enjoy 
attending the academy so their attendance is excellent despite many of them having an adverse history. 

Our Governors 
 

Name - Focus  

Stephen Armstrong – Chair of Governors - Leadership & Management Martin Howlett – Deputy Chair -Chair Standards committee, Safeguarding, Outcomes 

Tim Haselwood - Chair Resource committee, Monthly budget scrutiny Tony Smith - Leadership & Management - Teaching and Learning 

Rob Halsall - Health and Safety Toby Seth - Teaching and Learning - Behaviour and Welfare 

Jane Dyson - Teaching and Learning - Student Experience Emma Colley - Staff Governor 
 

Our staff team 
 

Designation Name Position Responsibilities 

SLT 

Nic Brindle Principal Strategic (SDP/SEF), Curriculum, Data, Commissioning, Leadership, 
Outcomes, Teaching and Learning (overview and holding to account) 

Lee Cambray Deputy Principal Behaviour, Safety and Welfare, Safeguarding, Emotionally Healthy School, 
Teaching and Learning (General Practice, BfL), LAC Co-ordinator 

Sam Finch Business Manage Whole School Budget, 3-year budget, CPD, SCR, HR, Recruitment & 
Employment, Health and Safety 

Emma Colley English Teacher – Extended Leadership team Teaching and Learning (Scrutiny – Planning and Marking, learning walks), 
NQT / ITT Mentor, SENCo, English Lead 

Teachers 

Rebecca Salmon Maths Teacher  Maths Lead, Exams Officer, Basic Skills Co-ordinator 

Mel Banks Science Teacher Science lead, British Values, Nurture  

James Jackson Maths Teacher Maths teacher, Business, Statistics  

Phil Davidson English / ICT Teacher English Teacher, ICT Lead, E-Safety Co-ordinator, Timetabling  

Becky Sadler History Teacher History Teacher, Health & Social Care, Emotional Healthy Schools and 
Safeguarding Awareness, Mental Health First Aid 

Sophie Carter Sport Teacher PE Teacher, PSHE, EVC, PSD Analysis 

Louisa Vincent 7/8 Intervention Teacher 7/8 Intervention Teacher, Boxall Analysis 

Learning 
Mentors 

Elisse Frobisher Art Learning Mentor Art LM, School News Letter, Local People (Macclesfield News)  
Engagement 

Jamie Ebdon Food Tech Learning Mentor Food Tech LM 

Laura Austin Hair & Beauty Learning Mentor Hair and Beauty LM 

Pastoral 
Support 

Mark Robinson Pastoral Co-ordinator Pastoral Oversight, Inductions, Home/School Meetings, Post 16, Careers, 
SMSC, Mental Health First Aid 

Becca Hansell Pastoral support Pastoral support, Mental Health First Aid, Social Media 

Education 
Support 

 Education support Classroom support (Focus on SEN students) 

Danielle Gwinneth Education support Classroom support (Focus on LAC students) 

Site & 
Admin 

Scott Finch Site Supervisor Health and Safety, Maintenance 

Alex Royle Admin  Attendance, Visitors 
 

Current commissioners 

Tytherington Academy (Macclesfield) All Hallows Catholic College 
(Macclesfield) 

Fallibroome Academy (Macclesfield) Macclesfield Academy (Macclesfield) 

St Paul’s High School (Manchester) Middlewich High School (Middlewich) Cheshire East PRU  - Oakfield Lodge Cheshire East SEN 

Cheshire East – Virtual School Poynton High School (Poynton) Sandbach Boys School (Sandbach) Church Lawton (Stoke) 

Sir William Stanier (Crewe) Shavington Academy (Crewe) Malbank Academy (Crewe) Ruskin School (Crewe) 
 

Learning Pathways   
Full-time student (5 or 4 days with work experience) 
£5500 - £28.21 per day 

Part-time student (3/2 days) 
£120 / £80 – £40 per day  

Bespoke Vocational offer (1/ Part Day) 
£40 per day 

Full curriculum offer: 
English, Maths, Science 
History, Computer Science 
ICT, PE, Food Tech, Art, Hair & Beauty, DT 
PSHE, SMSC 

Part time Curriculum  
English, Maths, Science (Work provided by the  
commissioner) 
2 x Vocational subject  
PSHE 

1 X Vocational subject 
Basic skills development (Lit & Num) 

 

Our Cohort -  Overview 

On Role: 52         Key Stage 4 – 37    Key Stage 3 - 17 Male – 30      Female – 22 Year 11 – 17          Year 10 – 17          Year 9 – 12          Year 8 – 5          Year 7 - 1 

PP – 44      SEN – 1     LAC – 4      EAL – O CP – 2        CiN – 2        CAF – 3 Under SEN assessment - 5 Students making level 4 (middle) at KS2 – 11 

Permanently Excluded Students – 8  
At least 3 FTE in a school year - 49 

Persistent non-attenders (under 90% Attendance) – 51    
School Refusers (0% attendance) - 12 

Check in Months 0 3 6 9 12 

2016 NEET figures 0 0 0 1 0 

2017 NEET figures 0 0 0   
 

 

Accreditations 

Inclusion Quality Mark - Centre of Excellence 2017 
Basic Skills Quality Mark – 2017 
AcSEED Mental Health Quality Mark – Under assessment 
E-Safety Quality Mark – Under assessment 
 
Accreditation for 2017/18: 
Effective School Governance Award, Leading Parent Partnership Award, Arts Quality Mark 
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Area Of Responsibility Strategic Lead Operational Lead Named Governors 

Teaching, Learning & Assessment  Lee Cambray Emma Colley Tony Smith 

Outcomes Nic Brindle  All SLT Martin Howlett 

Behaviour & Welfare  Lee Cambray Mark Robinson Toby Seth 

Leadership Nic Brindle Lee Cambray Stephen Armstrong 

SMSC & BV Nic Brindle Mark Robinson Jane Dyson 

At The Fermain Academy we re-engage the disengaged.  This is achieved by raising expectations and aspirations, recognising achievements, and acknowledging potential. This 

demands an individualised whole-education approach, facilitated in small working groups, under trusted adult role models. We want to guide students to recognise their own 

achievements, by delivering a personalised curriculum that raises attainment, to allow students sit a minimum of five GCSEs (or equivalent) wherever possible. In this way, we will 

prepare them for a world where they can truly realise their full potential. The Fermain Academy is specifically designed to encourage all students to generate their own alternative 

viewpoints and ideas, and to be respectful of and consider the views of others.  To achieve this result, we will deliver a complete academic, social, and emotional learning 

experience through multiple curriculum pathways, reinforced by creating and maintaining safe and stimulating learning environments – and implementing robust systems of 

behaviour. 

The Fermain Academy aims to be consistently ‘outstanding’ and to be a centre of excellence.  This will facilitate sharing best practice, and supporting schools, groups and individuals 

to develop all students to reach their full potential and become active and effective members of the community, so promoting lifelong learning and individuality where all goals and 

ambitions are achievable. 

Teaching, Learning and Assessment – Outstanding with good Features 

- Staff have a high quality knowledge and understanding of the subjects and this is demonstrated through the curriculums they teach and motivate students to want to learn in 
lessons. Staff use a range of techniques to evaluate understanding and make students think about real life contexts to the subject matter. 

- Staff plan lessons very effectively; this is submitted to the SLT to monitor. Staff plan to use lesson time effectively and work with the SBM to make sure resources are used well. 
These two points show staff know each students’ needs and they are addressed allowing them to make excellent rates of progress in almost all subjects. (Progress data) 

- Staff work hard to embed knowledge, understanding and skills securely. Curriculum progress is systematic and students know where they are and what they are working toward. 
Almost all students that attend school are behind or vastly behind their peers and staff consistently strive to raise aspirations to accelerate student progress to bring it in line 
with their peers wherever possible. Those students who attend over 85% see at least a full GCSE level progress per year in the majority of their subjects. (Progress data) 

- Workbooks are standardised across subjects, these are marked providing success and steps for improvement. This feedback is in a student friendly form so students understand 
what is being asked of them and how to change or adapt to improve their progress. This is monitored monthly by SLT. (Workbook scrutiny) 

- All staff work to progress Literacy and Numeracy in their subject areas. Core subject leaders provide guidance on specific areas for development for each student, which is 
highlighted to every staff member so all can drive core learning; this has been highlighted throughout school being awarded the Basic Skills Quality Mark. 

- All staff are motivated to have every student achieve and raise their self-esteem through learning. The school encourages students to take pride in their work and pursue their 
personal interests developing a truly inclusive community. The Academy celebrates this work in whole school assemblies and displays both electronically and paper based. This 
has been reaffirmed externally by achieving the ‘Inclusion Quality Mark’ as a centre of excellence and progressing toward a flagship school in the North West. 

- Staff link weekly with parents to inform on progress and general attitude to learning this is supported by daily contact when needed through our behaviour portal, and daily 
updated learning page; additionally we have parent ‘drop in’ every half term, formal parents evenings once every term and end of half term assemblies which are regularly 
attended by parents. We pride ourselves on the close work we do with parents to bring them into our community, provide guidance when needed and how they can help 
support their students learning. To Support this view we are currently pursuing the LPPA (Leading Parent Partnership Award) Quality Mark 

- Staff Maintain high standards and challenge students to show the same attitude in and around school. This has developed a very positive atmosphere in school with all students 
reporting they feel safe in school and teaching is of a high standard. (Student questionnaire)  

To progress or maintain our ‘outstanding’  ambitions: 

- Continue to maintain and develop high quality teaching by all staff – Focus on master classes and focused CPD 

- Further develop extra-curricular offer for students – 1:1 / 2:1 mentoring and academic sessions, sports clubs, extra subject clubs, Saturday school. 

- Further basic skills by having them embed throughout school and then further develop opportunities for reading across school 

- Develop a indication case study profile to further highlight specific needs of students on entry  
 

Outcomes – Outstanding 

- Attendance is one of the most important factors to our students education and almost all students come to us as persistent non-attenders, with 30% (16-17) and currently 23% 
being non-school attenders for over 6 months. Through our supportive networks and established positive ethos throughout our students want to be here; with students making 
an average of 28% improvement in attendance with an overall 16-17 total school attendance of 91.3% and current attendance at 91% 

- Throughout each year group the school drives accelerated progress particularly in English and Maths, current pupils that are below their peers make substantial and sustained 
progress, considering their different starting points. 75% of students in English 81% in Maths are making at least 1 GCSE levels progress. Attendance is a major factor and 
taking students who record over 85% the school saw 94% in English and 96% in Maths achieve at least 1 levels progress with 85% and 83% making over a levels progress 
respectively. (16-17 progress data)  

-All learners are classed as disadvantaged / vulnerable learners but further support is given to subsidiary groups (i.e. LAC, SEN, Disabled) to make sure all students have the 
potential and are pushed to make outstanding progress no matter their background. Students in these groups whose attendance was over 85% all made at least 1 GCSE’s 
Levels progress or equivalent in English, Maths and Science. (16-17 progress data / current data trends) 

- Behaviour and conduct is outstanding; students are encouraged to hold respectful conversations and are motivated to articulate to both students and staff with all students 
registering over 94% positive behaviour, with the vast majority over 96% averagely for the year with the average behaviour across school at 98% positive. 

- All subject areas encourage reading in their learning whenever possible; most students find this a challenge but are helped and supported to become active readers. All students 
have access to appropriate reading materials in different formats and are tested on the reading progress on entry and throughout the year. 

- Disadvantaged students and those with special educational needs are supported and given specific learning sessions to raise attainment to help achieve accelerated progress. 
All SEN students have a single page profile constructed and circulated to all staff. These profiles are highlighted in Staff meeting each week as a set agenda item. 

- English and Maths is a focus of the school and though the majority of students are below with some vastly below their expected level on starting at The Fermain Academy, 
students are driven to make and exceeding wherever possible expected progress in line with the stretch target of 1 GCSE levels progress.  

- The Fermain Academy curriculum is specifically tailored to offer qualifications that lead to the next step of education. Subjects offer Progress 8 qualifications in the form of GCSE 
and approved equivalent qualifications. This is also supported by work placements and careers advice. We are building strong links with FE providers to support our learners 
moving onto the next stage of their education. All Year 11 students from both 15-16 and 16-17 have moved onto a place at college, in the forces or on an 
apprenticeship/traineeship. We track their progress in these settings after 3 month, 6 months, 9 months and 12 month periods.   

To progress or maintain our ‘outstanding’  ambitions: 

- Further develop the induction process to give staff more knowledge of ability and need for all new starters  

- Maintain the quality of curriculum with the changes in national level making sure students are stretched in worthwhile qualifications 

- Further develop staff understanding of whole school data 
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Behaviour and Welfare – Outstanding  

- The school motivates disaffected learners to become confident, self-assured in what they are learning. Their attitude to learning is generally very poor and staff work hard to 
motivate and generate a love of learning to have a positive impact on their progress. The Fermain Academy celebrates all success and challenges students to be proud of their 
achievements and of the school.  

- Students are encouraged to discuss and debate issues in and around school but are reminded and supported to do it in a considered way, showing respect for others’ ideas and 
points of view. 

- Careers guidance is offered to all KS4 students through our pastoral co-ordinator; who organises visits to colleges (attending with the student if needed) careers fairs in school 
and effective work placements that can lead to apprenticeship progression routes. This has been shown to be highly effective with NEET figures at 0% for both 15-16 and 16-
17.  

- Staff work with students to develop understanding on how their education will help equip them with the expectations, behaviours and attitudes necessary for success in their 
next stage of education, training or employment. We see an average of 27.1% increase in attendance (16-17 data). 

- Attendance is high, currently at 91%. The school works hard to celebrate high attendance and promote students to attend. Students enjoy coming to school.  The Majority of 
students attending The Fermain Academy have previously had very low attendance and we can see a dramatic increase against previous attendance once students are 
engaged with our education. 

- Student attending the school have all had a pattern of negative behaviour which has led to permanent exclusion or at risk of permanent exclusion. Behaviour is challenged and 
high expectations of every student is re-enforced throughout the day in every lesson. Staff support student to help change their behaviours and take control of their 
emotional stability to become self-disciplined. This can be seen through the impeccable behaviour shown at all times of the day. With the average school behaviour at 98% 
positive for 16-17 this has been maintain and currently sits at 98.3% positive across the school cohort 

- The school takes bullying vary seriously and promote a safe atmosphere consistently moving to prevent all forms of bullying, including online bullying and prejudice-based 
bullying. 100% of students report feeling safe at school and we further promote being safe through our PSHE, SMSC and E-Safety learning programmes. 

- Staff and students deal effectively with the very rare instances of negative behaviour. The school doesn’t tolerate any forms of bullying and any such rare instances are dealt 
with immediately to reinforce this fact. 

- The school’s open culture actively promotes all aspects of students’ welfare. Students are safe and feel safe at all times. They understand how to keep themselves and others 
safe in different situations and settings. Students actively seek SLT to take rapid and appropriate action to resolve any concerns they have. 

- Students are consistently educated on how to stay safe online and of the dangers of inappropriate use of mobile technology and social networking sites. Our ICT lead is the lead 
practitioner for the county on E-safety and supports other schools with this topic. 

- The school works with parents to acknowledge the positive behaviour throughout school. Parents can see their child’s behaviour in real time throughout the day, allowing them 
to celebrate the positive steps each student makes. This is supported with regular contact and the ability to talk to any staff member and governor through an online messaging 
service which is regularly used with 92%+ parent uptake.  

To progress or maintain our ‘outstanding’  ambitions: 

- Maintain the high quality behaviour across the school 

- Further develop (with the emergence of new technology and social networking) E-safety and keeping our students safe online.  

- Maintain the high interaction with parents through our online portal.  

 

Leadership and Management – Outstanding  

- The SLT has worked hard to create a culture that enables students and staff to excel. We work hard and are committed to setting high expectations for the conduct of students 
and staff. Relationships between staff and students are exemplary and form a key part of the work the school does. 

- The SLT have focused on a challenging and engaging curriculum, aiming to consistently improving outcomes for all students, but especially for disadvantaged pupils. High 
ambition is set throughout all levels of the school. 

- The School has worked hard to promote student voice and has embedded student leaders in school who closely work with staff around Teaching & Learning, Safeguarding and 
Pastoral engagement. These students highlight changes to the student cohort and help change the school environment to be even more impactful 

- The school can see a substantial improvement in attendance and progress of all our students including those who are disadvantaged or with a special educational need. Progress 
is rising across the curriculum, especially in English and Maths.  

- Governors are part of the effective deployment of staff and resources to secure excellent outcomes for students. Governors review and challenge the SLT about all outcomes 
for students. 

- Governors have are developing an accurate understanding of the school’s effectiveness informed by whole school data, subject specific data and the views of pupils, parents and 
staff. 

- The SLT have developed an open culture actively allowing Staff reflect on and debate the way they teach. They feel deeply involved in their own professional development. 
Leaders have created a climate in which teachers are motivated and trusted to take risks and innovate in ways that are right for their students.  

- The curriculum is designed to focus and inspire learning across all groups of students. The range of subjects and courses helps students to acquire knowledge, understanding and 
skills in all aspects of their education specifically focused to help them in further education, training or employment.  

- Students’ spiritual, moral, social and cultural development and, within this, the promotion of fundamental British values, are at the heart of the school’s work.  

- All staff promote equality of opportunity and diversity for each other and for students, the ethos and culture of the whole school promotes the prevention of any form of direct 
or indirect discriminatory behaviour. The school does not tolerate prejudiced behaviour. 

- Safeguarding is extremely effective with our vulnerable cohort of students. The SLT have created a culture of vigilance where students’ welfare is actively promoted. Students 
are listened to and feel safe. Staff are trained to identify when a Student may be at risk of neglect, abuse or exploitation and they report their concerns. The school has quickly 
built up rapport with external agencies to help support all students in school. 

To progress or maintain our ‘outstanding’  ambitions: 

- Develop the 7/8 intervention programme with Macclesfield schools 

- Develop the student leaders programme with a focus on Behaviour and welfare, Learning and Pastoral / Enrichment 

- Further develop an ‘Emotional Healthy Schools’  initiative as a centre of excellence  

  


